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Abstract

In this paper we present a system for the recognition of handwritten words on

literal cheque amounts which advantageously combine hmms and Markov random

�elds �mrfs�� It operates at pixel level� in a holistic manner� on height normalized

word images which are viewed as random �eld realizations� The hmm analyzes the

image along the horizontal writing direction� in a speci�c state observation probabil�

ity given by the column product of causal mrf�like pixel conditional probabilities�

Aspects concerning de�nition� training and recognition via this type of model are

developed throughout the paper� We report a �����	 average word recognition rate

on 
��� words and a ���
	 amount rate on �� amounts of the srtp� French postal

cheque database ����� words� ���� amounts� di�erent scriptors��

Keywords� Hidden Markov Models� Markov Random Fields� Handwritten Word

Recognition
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� Introduction

Nowadays� machine reading of bank cheques requires intensive study as it is an important

commercial application� Given that a large number of cheques have to be treated each

day in a bank� an automatic reading system would save much work even if it allows only

about a half of them to be recognized with a high score� The tremendous recognition rate

imposed by the French Post o�ce for the non�rejected fraction of cheques leaves much

space for further research in this �eld� The goal is to achieve a ����� error rate with

less than ��� cheque rejection for manual processing� Concerning the literal amounts of

cheques� even if the vocabulary size is reduced and the syntax is rigorous� word recognition

remains di�cult because of the totally unconstrained writings involved� A system for

identi�cation of literal amounts needs to operate at an omni�scriptor level since scriptor

number is very high and their identities are unknown� For French postal cheques� several

authors 	�
� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �
� ��� 
� �� � ��� �� have attempted to solve this problem

and some of their results are summarized in 	��� and in Table ��

We will describe a new approach to handwritten word recognition �hwr� in a small

lexicon� based on two dimensional Markov models� Since there is a certain similarity

between hwr and speech recognition� techniques for recognition of unconstrained hand�

written words can be borrowed from speech domain� which has been very active during

the last decade� This is already the case with the hidden Markov models where their

application bene�ts from the large experience achieved in speech recognition 	��� �� ���

The use of hidden Markov models in hwr has led to interesting results for speci�c

applications 	�� ��� ��� Nevertheless� hmm techniques imply sequential pattern processing

prior to recognition by performing local observations commonly along the writing axis�

This step generally contrasts with the �D nature of writing �fundamental di�erence with

speech� forcing researchers to enlarge hmm formalism� However� it was proved by Levin

in 	��� that a direct extension of the dynamic time warping algorithm �dtw�� which is

the basic mechanism of these models� to the plane� results in an np�complete problem�

By applying a class of constraints to the matching� the complexity can be pulled down

to a polynomial one� A type of models issued from such a simpli�cation are the phmms

�planar� or pseudo hmms� 	�� ����

The phmms are hmms� where state observation probability is given by the emission

probability of another hmm� They include a principal model composed of super�states
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and secondary models associated to these super�states� For an image� the principal model

will do the analysis according to one direction �for example� the vertical direction� and the

secondary ones will do it along the other one� Several consecutive lines are thus associated

to a given super�state assuming that they are tightly correlated and therefore analyzable

possibly by the same secondary hmm� Even if these models are easy to implement� they are

based on a line�independency hypothesis which does not always hold true in practice 	���

Some solutions in the literature consist of solving this independency problem by clus�

tering homogeneous lines into classes using the k�means algorithm 	��� or super�state

equivalence classes 	��� Yet� this solution� being based on classi�cation algorithms� does

not solve �ne dependency cases between consecutive lines�

We think that a perfectly two�dimensional model akin to our image recognition task

would be more pro�table� Therefore� we have studied the applicability of Markov random

�elds to hwr� Unlike phmms� these �elds possess a real �D structure as long as the

probability of a random variable of the �eld is conditioned by the neighboring ones� and

conditions at its turn probabilities on other sites�

Markov �elds have been employed for a long time in statistical mechanics� the appli�

cation of these models to images being more recent� They perform essentially low level

tasks in image processing or arti�cial vision 	���� Until now� no attempt has been made

to use mrfs in a complex recognition task such as hwr� This is due in our opinion to the

fact that mrfs� as initially conceived� are only able to detect simple features in images

like lines� edges of given orientations� textures� etc� This turns out to be insu�cient for

higher level recognition purposes� Our main idea was to provide mrfs with a �switch�

ing� mechanism between conditional probability distributions� in order to augment the

capacity of the model to dynamically detect new features within the image �strokes of

di�erent orientations inherent to handwriting�� This is done by tying column probability

distributions to the states of an ordinary hmm� a transition to another state of the hmm

implying an optimal change of these distributions in order to maximize word�image likeli�

hood� One may make an analogy with the functioning of the visual striate cortex� where

each neuron is sensitive to a particular stroke orientation�

We restricted our attention to the study of causal mrfs for two major reasons� First�

as stated in 	��� one cannot specify arbitrary conditioning neighborhoods for consistency

reasons �existence of the joint �eld probability�� whereas there are several theoretical
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achievements on causal mrfs� On the other hand� recursive training and recognition

procedures are more easily applicable on causal �elds allowing a natural progression of

the joint �eld mass probability calculus� The concept of causality may have di�erent

interpretations since the plane is not provided with a natural order�

Two types of causal mrfs are widely used in image processing� the Markov random

mesh �mrm� 	�� and the unilateral Markov random �eld also called non�symmetric half�

plane Markov chain �nshp� 	���� Jeng in 	��� noted that nshps are more appropriate than

mrms when an accurate model for representing two dimensional data is required �mrms

are conditionally independent on ��o diagonals which diminishes their capability to detect

strokes having these orientations�� With this in mind� we will focus on this type of model

from now on�

The paper is organized as follows� In section �� we de�ne our proposed model and

give the most important elements concerning training and recognition� Section � deals

extensively with the experiments performed by describing the database in detail� the tests

carried out and the results obtained� A discussion and concluding remarks are presented

at the end of the paper�

� Non�symmetric Half�plane Hidden Markov Models

Our main objective when conceiving the model was to avoid �hard� decisions taken by

a high�level feature extraction step� which may sometimes alter the recognition process

or� at least� render error recovery di�cult� For example� in Figure ��a� one may see that�

because of noise and blur coming from image acquisition and binarization� the detection

of the upstroke and the t�bar becomes almost impossible� hence word recognition very

di�cult� Conversely� parasite upstrokes and downstrokes may appear �see Figure ��b�

due to neighboring amount lines which will be detected and labeled by classical feature

extraction algorithms� sometimes misleading the recognition system� By using a pixel

level approach� only the hard decision is taken at the end for choosing� via Bayes rule� the

most plausible word among the candidates� Of course� the disadvantage of this approach

is the requiring of huge computational resources especially during the training phase� but

it avoids the use of time�consuming preprocessing and feature extraction algorithms� We

were obliged to reduce the dimensions of the word images by scaling them in order to
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keep the resources within reasonable bounds� A pixel level approach is equally proposed

in 	
� by using a ��layer neural network� trained by quick propagation to recognize cursive

pieces of handwritten words�

We opt for a holistic approach �as in 	��� ��� since the vocabulary size of the target

application is reduced �in French� �� words are used to designate literal numbers plus the

words �francs�� �et� and �centimes��� Each input word may be thus viewed as an elemen�

tary pattern� No grapheme segmentation step is therefore required� avoiding problems

commonly encountered of under� or over�segmentation� Moreover� word abbreviations

frequently used ��frs� for �francs�� �cts� or �ctimes� for �centimes�� etc�� or misspelling

��cents� instead of �cent�� �milles� instead of �mille�� etc��� both resulting in letter dele�

tions and�or insertions� are automatically taken into account within the same model if

the global word shape is not a�ected too much� On the contrary� special word models for

frequent abbreviations may be created�

��� NSHP Markov Random Fields

For the following de�nitions and properties� the reader may refer to 	��� We restrict our

attention to random �elds de�ned over a m�n integer lattice L� It is obvious that� in the

context of hwr� m and n are the width and the height of the word image bounding box

respectively� Each site �i� j� � L corresponds to a pixel� Let X � fXijg�i�j��L be a random

�eld de�ned over the lattice L� Xj stands for the column j of X� Moreover� P �Xij jXkl�

means implicitly the conditional probability of the realization xij of Xij knowing realiza�

tions xkl of Xkl� that is P �Xij � xijjXkl � xkl�� Finally� the notation P �Xij jXA�� A � L�

stands for P �Xij jXkl�� �k� l� � A�

Since we deal with binarized images� we only consider binary random �elds� meaning

that random variables take values of f�� �g ���white pixel� ��black pixel�� According to

the previous assumptions� a sample word image is naturally one possible realization of a

random �eld�

Let us next de�ne the nshp Markov chain� Consider the following sets�

�ij � f�k� l� � L j l � j or �l � j� k � i�g�

�ij � �ij

���

�ij is called the non�symmetric half�plane and �ij the support of pixel �i� j� � L� Both
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types of sets are illustrated in Figure ��

De�nition � X is a non�symmetric half�plane Markov chain if and only if�

P �XijjX�ij
� � P �Xij jX�ij

�� � �i� j� � L ���

The joint �eld mass probability P �X� may be computed following the chain decom�

position rule of conditional probabilities�

P �X� �
nY

j��

P �Xj jXj�� � � �X�� �
nY

j��

mY
i��

P �Xij jX�ij
� �

nY
j��

mY
i��

P �Xij jX�ij
� ���

Commonly� authors using nshpMarkov chains� choose for all �ij�s the same form� that

is � � f�ijg��i�m���j�n� �ij � f�i�ik� j�jk� j � � k � P� jk � � or �jk � �� ik � ��g�L�

where P represents the number of neighboring pixels� The intersection with L is due to

boundary conditions� Note that de�nition of �ij�s satis�es ���� An example of a �ij

family is depicted in Figure �� In section �� we will study the in�uence of di�erent �ij

collections on the average recognition score�

��� De�nition of NSHP�like Hidden Markov Models

nshp Markov chains can be implemented by hmms if we consider the random �eld re�

alization �word image� as an observation sequence of columns� In a speci�c state of the

hmm� observation probability would be given by the column product of pixel conditional

probabilities� A transition from a state of the model to another will result in changing the

set of probability distributions� and in dynamically modifying feature sensitivity� After

the training phase� the model will associate states to particular features �pixel distribu�

tions characterizing writing strokes� within the word image areas� For example� having

specialized states for estimating the presence of upstrokes and downstrokes would be of

great bene�t for the recognition� The previously mentioned reasons� plus the fact that

there are optimal training and recognition procedures� lead us to use hmms to e�ciently

implement nshps� Figure � illustrates the implementation scheme of an nshp model�

Let � be the hmm and let us rewrite equation ��� in terms of pattern likelihood with

respect to ��






P �Xj�� �
nY

j��

P �Xj jXj�� � � �X�� �� �
nY

j��

mY
i��

P �Xij jX�ij
� �� ���

Suppose we have now a parallel stochastic state process associated to the columnsXj �

We will denote this process by Q � q� � � � qn� where the random variables qj take values

in a �nite set of states S � fs�� � � � � sNg� Equation ��� then becomes�

P �Xj�� �
X
Q

P �X�Qj�� �
X
Q

P �XjQ���P �Qj��

�
X
Q

nY
j��

P �qjjqj���P �X
jjXj�� � � �X�� qj� ��

�
X
Q

nY
j��

P �qjjqj���
mY
i��

P �Xij jX�ij
� qj� ��

���

under the assumption that Q is a �rst order Markov process and that pixel distributions

for column j depend only on state qj� Obviously� ��� bears a strong resemblance to the

classical �D hmm deduction �see� for example 	���� with the di�erence that we maintain

�D distributions� which we tie to speci�c states of our hmm� We are now able to explicitly

de�ne the notion of nshp�hmm�

De�nition � A non�symmetric half�plane hidden Markov model of order P is de�ned by�

� � � f�ijg��i�m���j�n� �ij � f�i� ik� j � jk� j � � k � P� jk � � or �jk � �� ik �

���L� where P represents the number of neighboring pixels per site� � is called the

nshp support set collection �or simply the neighborhood set�� All �ij�s are supposed

to be ordered�

� V � f�� �g� the vocabulary �remember that we restrict ourselves to binary random

�elds�� We denote a pixel realization of Xij by xij � V �

� S � fs�� � � � � sNg the set of the N possible states of the model� We denote by qj � S

the state associated to column Xj �

� A � faklg��k�l�N � akl � P �qj�� � sljqj � sk�� the state transition probability matrix�

� B � fbil�x� x�� � � � � xP �g��i�m���l�N � x� x�� � � � � xP � V � where

bil�x� x�� � � � � xP � � P �Xij � xjXukvk � xk� qj � sl�� �uk� vk� � �ij� � � k � P

the conditional pixel observation probabilities�

� � � f�ig��i�N where �i � p�q� � si�� the initial state probabilities�
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For simplicity� we will denote henceforth an nshp�hmm by � � ��� A�B� ���

In the following� we show how to estimate the emission probability of a pattern �the

image likelihood� and we give some elements concerning training and recognition�

��� Word Image Likelihood Calculus

An optimal evaluation of the likelihood P �Xj�� is obtained using modi�ed forward�

backward functions� We will de�ne the forward function � �backward function � following

a dual de�nition� as being the cumulated �eld probability until column Xj of X when

ending in state si� �j�i� � P �X�X� � � �Xj� qj � sij���

�� ���i� � �i
mY
k��

bki�Xk��Xu�v�� � � � �XuP vP �� �up� vp� � �k�� � � i � N

�� �j�i� �

�
NX
l��

�j���l�ali

�
mY
k��

bki�Xkj �Xu�v� � � � � �XuP vP �� �up� vp� � �kj �

� � i � N� 	 � j � n

�� P �Xj�� �
NX
i��

�n�i�

The complexity of the calculus of � is O�N� �m� n�� We will see in section � that�

by choosing a particular left�to�right architecture� it may decrease to O�N �m� n��

��� Multiple Sample Training

The goal is to determine the parameters �A�B� �� of the model which maximize the

product
RY
r��

P �X�r�j��� where X�r� are sample word images used to train the model ��

Note that� as in the �D case� there is no global optimization criterion and direct method�

We use the maximumlikelihood criterion �mle� by performing Baum�Welch re�estimation�

Let us �rst de�ne the backward function ��

�� �n�i� � �� � � i � N �

�� �j�i� �
NX
l��

ail
mY
k��

bkl�Xkj �Xu�v� � � � � �XuP vP �� �up� vp� � �kj �

� � i � N� j � n� �� � � � � �

� Since we opt for a left�to�right model architecture ��� � �� �i � �� 	 � i � N��

initial state probabilities do not need to be re�estimated� that is� � � ��
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� For the state transition probability matrix A� we have�

ail �

RX
r��

�

Pr

nr��X
j��

�rj�i�ail
mY
k��

bkl�X
�r�
kj���X

�r�
u�v�

� � � � �X�r�
uP vP

��rj���l�

RX
r��

�

Pr

nr��X
j��

�rj �i��
r
j �i�

� � � i� l � N

�
�

� For the conditional pixel observation probabilities�

bil�x� x�� � � � � xP � �

������������������������������
�����������������������������

RX
r��

�

Pr

nrX
j � � s�t�

X
�r�
ij � x and

X�r�
ukvk

� xk

�rj�l��
r
j �l�

RX
r��

�

Pr

nrX
j � � s�t�

X�r�
ukvk

� xk

�rj �l��
r
j �l�

� if denominator �� �

bil�x� x�� � � � � xP �� otherwise

x� x�� � � � � xP � f�� �g� � � i � m� � � l � N

���

where by Pr � P �X�r�j�� we understand the emission probability of sample X�r� and by

nr its length�

Let us take a closer look to equation ���� In fact� pixel probability re�estimation is

done by performing an ml count of the number of times that a given pixel con�guration is

encountered� Having computed the functions �r and �r for each sample image� the com�

plexity of B re�estimation is O�R�n�N�m�	P���� n representing the average sample

length� Note that all samples are supposed to have the same number of lines m which

necessitates a height normalization procedure prior to training or recognition� Another

remark is that the complexity becomes exponential in the number P of neighborhood

pixels� In practice� it is this factor which a�ects the most the computational resources

�memory and CPU time�� With this in mind� we opt for small�order models with a large

number of states�





��� Recognition

We chose a model discriminant approach by constructing an nshp�hmm model for each

word of the lexicon which will be trained only with samples of the given class� Recognition

is performed simply by calculating the word image emission probability �image likelihood�

for all models and by labeling the image according to the word model which produces the

maximum probability �ml optimization criterion 	����� Bayes decision rule is employed

to take into account model a priori probability since the number of word image samples

may vary signi�cantly from one model to another�

�� � argmax
���

P ��jX� � argmax
���

P �Xj��P ���

P �X�
� argmax

���
P �Xj��P ��� ���

knowing that P �X� is constant during recognition and therefore discardable� By 
 we

mean the set of word models and by �� the model with maximum a posteriori probability�

� Experiments and Results

Experiments were performed on the srtp database which contains ��� handwritten

literal amount images ����� words from ��� di�erent scriptors�� Each image is provided

with label �le and horizontal word segmentation �le� The last �le was used for isolating

the words within the amount image� The label �le serves for direct comparison with the

output of our recognition system �labels are supposed to be the exact transcription of the

amount phrase��

��� Considerations on the data

Each amount image was scanned at ��� dpi from real postal cheques� The literal amount

area was previously located and isolated� Horizontal and diagonal bars have been removed

and images were binary thresholded� Examples of word images are shown at the end of the

paper� In Table �� we give some statistical information on the whole database concerning

the number of samples for each word of the lexicon� the occurrence frequency and the

number of samples per word used for training and testing� Amount word length varies

between � and �� with an average length of ��

The only preprocessing that we apply is word�image height normalization� After this
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step� all sample images will have the same number of lines m� but proportionally di�erent

widths�

��� Word Model Training

We randomly chose �
�� word images ����� amounts� approximatively ��� of the database�

for performing word model training� The precise number of samples used for each word

class is given in Table �� Next� we show how we chose the initial parameters for each

model and the number of training steps required�

� State number� it is proportional to the average word length in pixel columns� n� after

height normalization� In practice� a number of states equal to n�	 �varying from

�� for model �et� to �� for �soixante� for m � 	� lines� gave the best recognition

results�

� State transitions� we allow only transitions to the current or to the next state �strict

left�to�right architecture�� Initially� transition probabilities are equiprobable� that

is aii � aii�� � ���� � � i � N � ��

� Number of lines� for computational trainability reasons� we limited this number to

m � 	�� Experiments were carried out with m � ��� m � �� and m � 	� lines�

� Model order �number of neighborhood pixels�� we experimented models of order

P � � � � � � corresponding to the neighborhoods depicted in Figure ��

� Conditional pixel observation probabilities�

bil�x� x�� � � � � xP � �

��������������
�������������

RX
r��

�����
�
j j � �

�l� ��nr
N

� j �
lnr
N

� X
�r�
ij � x and X�r�

ukvk
� xk

������
RX
r��

�����
�
j j � �

�l � ��nr
N

� j �
lnr
N

� X�r�
ukvk

� xk

������
�

if denominator �� �

���� otherwise

x� x�� � � � � xP � f�� �g� � � i � m� � � l � N

��

All samples were divided in N vertical bands of equal width� In ��� a normalized count of

the number of pixel con�gurations X
�r�
ij � x and X�r�

ukvk
� xk� �uk� vk� � �ij� within band
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l is performed over all samples X�r�� The number of iterations �generally less than ���

varies from one model to another depending on the recognition rate obtained on training

samples� The recognition rate threshold is determined empirically in function of the model

order and the image height�

Figure 
 gives us visual feedback on the real learning capabilities of the word models�

The grey levels code the probability of black pixels� and depend upon the state and the line

index of the nshp�hmm� The prototypes were obtained using models of order � trained

with samples of height m � �� ��� iteration steps�� One may observe that� even if several

hundreds of samples were used to generate a given prototype� the model is able to focus on

pixel distributions characterizing speci�c writing strokes such as up� or downstrokes �for

example �quatre�� �neuf�� �dix�� �cinquante�� �mille��� holes ��quarante�� �soixante��

�cent��� t�bars ��quarante�� �soixante�� �cent�� or even i�dots ��six�� �soixante���

��� Word and Amount Recognition

Recognition was done on ���� words ��� amount images� representing roughly ��� of

the database�� The precise number of samples for each word is given in Table �� We can

see in Figure � the evolution of the average word recognition rate function of the image

height and the order of the model� Generally� the score increases with the order of the

models and with the height of the images �there is less data loss for a ���line scaling��

However� one exception appears in the case of the ��order model �no neighborhoods at

all�� where normalizing images to �� lines gives better results than �� or �� lines� The

reason for this comes from the weak learning capacity of these models� which makes them

more accurate on less data� As shown in Table �� we �nally obtain a top � average word

recognition rate of ����� and a top � of ��
���

The time spent on a sparc station � for recognizing the ���� sample images �height

of �� lines� using a ��order nshp�hmm was �����
 sec� that is an average of ������ msec

per word image� Memory requirements are estimated at ���M �all word images scaled to

�� lines and the parameters of the ��order nshp�hmms��

We added a phrase level to our word recognition system in order to see how well it

performs on complete cheque amounts� It is based on stochastic grammars as described

in 	���� Word segmentation limits within the amount phrase are supposed to be known�

We report a ����� top � amount recognition accuracy �
�� rejection rate� as shown in
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Table �� This score could be compared to the one obtained by Simon in 	�
� in case of

amounts with unique segmentation ������ recognition in �rst position�� In Figure �� we

show several images of amounts with their recognition results�

In Table �� we give the word and amount recognition rates �where mentioned� for

some existing systems in the literature� All the illustrated results were obtained on the

same database� However� it is di�cult to judge the di�erent recognition rates since the

partitioning in training and test sets di�ers from one system to another� A system is

identi�ed by its main author initials� the year and the reference to the article which

describes it�

� Conclusion

In this paper we have described a new approach to handwritten word recognition which

combines causal mrf two dimensional modeling and hmms� The word image is viewed as

a random �eld realization which� at its turn� is considered to be an observation sequence of

pixel columns� The emission probability of this sequence �image likelihood� is calculated

using state dependent conditional pixel probabilities�

In opposition to phmms� a weakness of these models may be the requiring of height

�or width� normalized input images� Nevertheless� the results obtained on a real database

of unconstrained words are extremely satisfactory ������ �rst choice on ���� words of

��� scriptors�� These results can be improved in the future by increasing the number of

samples for training �which is highly insu�cient for some less frequent words�� Presently�

we are working on the �ne tuning of the models by applying corrective training for the

misrecognized samples used during the training step� In parallel� we try to put into

practice deleted interpolation techniques by tying together di�erent sets of parameters

�states of the hmm� pixel probabilities within states or within lines� etc���

Future development will concern the automatic inference of neighborhoods in order to

retain only informative pixels� One way to do so� is to use Akaike or Rissanen information

criteria suited to two�dimensional data� Another problem which also needs to be addressed

is the e�ciency of our parameter estimation method mle compared to methods based�

for example� on maximum mutual information estimation�

��
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Figure �� Degraded word images�
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label:      trois cent soixante huit   francs (368.00F)

output: 1.  trois cent   francs huit centimes (300.08F)
        2.  trois cent soixante huit   francs (368.00F)
        3. quatre cent   francs huit centimes (400.08F)

label:     cent  neuf francs     et dix centimes (109.10F)

output: 1. deux  cent  vingt francs dix centimes (220.10F)
        2. cent vingt francs     et dix centimes (120.10F)
        3. cent  neuf francs     et dix centimes (109.10F)

label:     quatre vingt   dix francs (90.00F)

output: 1. quatre vingt trois francs (83.00F)
        2. quatre vingt   dix francs (90.00F)

label:     quatre vingt quinze francs  (95.00F)

output: 1. quatre  cent quinze francs (415.00F)
        2. quatre  cent  vingt francs (420.00F)
        3. quatre vingt quinze francs  (95.00F)

label:     trois cent quatre  vingt dix neuf   francs (399.00F)

output: 1. trois cent quatre  vingt dix neuf   francs (399.00F)
        2. trois cent  vingt francs dix neuf centimes (320.19F)
        3. trois cent quatre francs dix neuf centimes (304.19F)

Figure �� Examples of recognized amounts among the �rst � candidates�
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Word Nr� of samples Occurence frequence Nr� training Nr� testing

UN 
� ����	 
� �

DEUX �
 ����	 
�� ��


TROIS 
�� ����	 �� ��

QUATRE �� ����	 ��� ���

CINQ 
� ����	 ��� ��

SIX �� ���
	 �� ��

SEPT ��� ����	 �� ��

HUIT �� ����	 �� ��

NEUF �
� ����	 �� �


DIX 
�� ����	 �� ��

ONZE �� ��
�	 �
 


DOUZE �� ���	 
� ��

TREIZE �� ��
�	 �
 �

QUATORZE 
� ����	 �� 

QUINZE �� ����	 �� 


SEIZE �� ��
�	 � �

VINGT ��� ����	 �
� ��


TRENTE �� 
���	 ��� ��

QUARANTE �
� ����	 �� ��

CINQUANTE �� 
�
�	 �� �

SOIXANTE 
�
 ����	 �
 ��

CENT ��

 
����	 �� ���

MILLE 
�� ��
�	 ��� ��

ET � ���	 �� 


FRANC ��
� 
����	 ���� �

CENTIME �� ����	 �� ��

Total ���� ������	 ��� 
���

Table �� Statistical considerations on the database�
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Top � � � � � Reject

Training ��
� ����� ����� ����� ��
�� ����

Testing ����� ������ ���
�� ������ ������ 
��

Table �� Amount recognition accuracy on training and test sets�

System Word rec� rate Phrase rec� rate

GIL� 	��� �� 
��

GIL� 	� ����� �

SIM� 	�
� �
�
� 
���

OLI� 	�� ��� �

CRE
 	�� ����� �

SAO� 	��� ������ �

Table �� Recognition rates obtained by some existing systems�

height � �� lines height � �� lines height � �� lines

Word Top � Top � N��N Top � Top � N��N Top � Top � N��N

UN ������� ������� 	�	 ������� ������� 	�	 ������� ������� 	�	

DEUX �
�	�� 
����� 	���� ����� 
���	� ������ 
��	
� ������� ��
���

TROIS ������ 	����� ���	 ����
� 	
��
� ��	 
����� 
	�	�� ���	

QUATRE ����� 		���� ����	� 	����� 
����� �����	� 	����� 
����� �����	�

CINQ ������ �
��	� �	�	
 	��
�� 
����� ���	
 	
�	
� 
����� 	��	


SIX ����	� 	��	� �	��	 ����	� 	
��� �	��	 
����� 
����� ����	

SEPT ����� ������ �	�� 	����� ������� ���� ������� ������� ���

HUIT 	���	� 	
��
� ����� 
��
� 
��
� ����� 
����� ������� �����

NEUF ��	�� �
���� �	�� ���	�� 	����� ���� 		���� 
����� ����

DIX ������ 	����� ���	
 	����� 
����� ���	
 
����� 
����� 	��	


ONZE ������� ������� ��� ������� ������� ��� ������� ������� ���

DOUZE 	����� 	����� 	��� ������� ������� ����� ������� ������� �����

TREIZE 	����� 	����� ��� ������� ������� ��� ������� ������� ���

QUATORZE 	����� 	����� �� 	����� ������� �� ������� ������� ���

QUINZE ������ ����� ���� 
����� 
����� ���� 		���� 		���� �����

SEIZE 	����� 	����� ��	 ������� ������� 	�	 ������� ������� 	�	

VINGT ���	� �
���� ������� 	���
� 
����� ������� 
����� 
����� �������

TRENTE 	��		� 	
���� ����	 	
���� 
���� ����	 
����� 
����� ����	

QUARANTE ������ ������ �	��� ������ 	����� �
��� 	����� 	����� �����

CINQUANTE ������ ����	� �	��� 	��
�� 	
��� 
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CENT 	�	�� 	��	�� �
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���
� ���	
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FRANC �	���� �	���� ������� �	���� �	���� ������ 		���� 		���� 	�����

ET 		���� 		���� ����� 	���� 	���� ����� 
����� 
����� ����

CENTIME 	��	�� 	��	�� �	�� 	��
	� 	��
	� �
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Average ������ 	����� ��������	 	��	� 		���� �
������	 ������ ������ �������	

Table �� Word recognition scores for ��order nshp�hmm on testing set�
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